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Introduction

Thanks for choosing Mandozzi's CIMIX mixer!

CIMIX is the result of the year long experience Mandozzi has gained with his predecessors GIMIX 
and SERIX digital mixers. The company supplies a modern and compact mixer that offers the same 
operational features as the larger.

Rights

Copyright © 2014 by Mandozzi Elettronics SA
This material, as the CIMIX software, is property of the Mandozzi Elettronics SA and can not beused 
without the direct permission of the company.

Disclaimer

The information in this document is subject to change without notice, for this reason we encourage 
you to keep up to date through our website or directly by contacting Mandozzi company. 
It is the user's responsibility to verify their design for consistency and functionality through the use of 
formal verification methods.

Warranty

The warranty expires after 2 (two) years from the purchase of the mixer.

General

The standard warranty responds on all the hardware damages due to a manufacturing error or 
premature rupture of an apparatus.

Enviroment

For the validity of the guarantee, the equipment must operate and must always be kept in an 
appropriate environment.

Operating temperature: +5°C ... +36°C
Humidity: 20% ... 85% (non condensed) 

User terms

For the validity of the guarantee, the equipment must be handled by competent personnel.

Maintenance

For the validity of the guarantee, the equipment must be constantly monitored (error signals, 
suspicious operation, etc.). For any information or doubt you can always contact the Mandozzi 
company technical assistance.
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Standards
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Safety

The personnel engaged with the installation, the use and the maintenance of the equipment has to 
be familiar with the theory and practice of first aid.

Noise exposure

Your work involves exposure for many hours to the sound produced by speakers and headphones, 
below  there  is  a  table  published  by  the  Occupational  Safety  &  Health  Administration for  the  
Occupational Noise Exposure (OSHA 29 CFR 1910.95) express in hours a day and measured on 
the A scale of a standard sound level meter at slow response.

Treatment of electrical shocks

When the victim loses his consciousness, put into practice the following first aid steps.

• Position the victim lying down on his back on a rigid surface.
• Open the respiratory airways lifting up the neck and pushing down the front (Fig.1).
• If necessary, open the mouth to check the respiration.
• In case the victim doesn’t breath, start immediately the artificial respiration (Fig.2) bend the 

head, close the nostrils, attach the mouth to the victim one’s and do 4 quick mouth-to-mouth 
respirations.

• Check the pulsation (Fig.3); in case of absence of pulsation, start immediately the cardiac 
massage (Fig.4) pressing the breastbone in the middle of the thorax (Fig.5).

• When there is only one rescuer, he has to maintain a rhythm of 15 compressions alternated 
with 2 quick respirations.

• In case there are two rescuers, the rhythm should be one respiration each 5 compressions.
• Do not interrupt the cardiac massage during the artificial breathing. 
• Call a doctor as soon as possibl

      Fig.1          Fig.2             Fig.3   Fig.4      Fig.5
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When the victim is conscious, put into practice the following first aid steps.

• Cover up the victim with a blanket.
• Try to calm down the victim.
• Unbutton the cloche and lay down the victim.
• Call a doctor as soon as possible. 

Treatment of electrical burns

When the victim has large burns and cuts of the skin, put into practice the following first aid steps.

• Cover up the interested area with a clean sheet or cloth.
• Do not open the blisters; remove the fabric and the parts of the clothes attached to the skin; 

apply a suitable ointment.
• Treat the victim according to the type of accident.
• Take the victim to the hospital as soon as possible.
• When the arms and legs are affected keep them raised.

When there is no doctor available within an hour and the victim is conscious and does not retch, give
a liquid solution containing salt and sodium bicarbonate: 1 teaspoon of salt and half a teaspoon of 
sodium bicarbonate for each 250 ml of water. Have the victim sip half a glass of the solution for four 
times and for 15 minutes. Stop when retching. Do not give any alcoholics.

When the victim has less serious burns, put into practice the following first aid steps.

• Apply cold (not frozen) gauzes using a clean as possible cloth.
• Do not open the blisters; remove the fabric and the parts of the clothes attached to the skin; 

apply a suitable ointment.
• When necessary, put on clean and dry clothes.
• Treat the victim according to the type of accident.
• Take the victim to the hospital as soon as possible.
• When the arms and legs are affected keep them raised. 
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Contacts

     Mandozzi Elettronica SA
     Via Volta 2
     6946 Ponte Capriasca
     SWITZERLAND

     Website: www.mandozzi.ch
     E-mail: contact@mandozzi.ch

     Phone: +41 (0)91-9357800 
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4. Definitions and abbrevations

AES Audio Engineering Society
AFL After-fader Listening
AUX Auxiliary
AWS Audio Work Station
BAL Balance
BNC Bayonet Neill-Concelman
COM Communication
DARS Digital Audio Reference Signal
DIM Diminish, Decrease
DSP Digital Signal Processor
DTMF Dual-tone multi-frequency
EBU European Broadcasting Union
FLT Filter
GPIO General Purpose Input Output
HP Headphones
HPF High-pass filter
LEV Level
LPF Low-pass filter
MADI Multichannel Audio Digital Interface (AES10)
MIC Microphone
MIC-PRE Microphone Preamplifier
MON Monitor, Monitoring
M1 Master bus 1
N.A. Not Available
N-1, N-0 Mix-minus
OLED Organic Light-Emitting Diode 
PAN Panorama
PFL Pre-fader Listening
PGM Program, Master bus
PSY Power Supply
REC Record, Recording
SEL Select, Selection
SFP Small form-factor pluggable
TB Talk-back
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5. Welcome to CIMIX

5.1 Description

CIMIX, the universal digital On Air mixer, is composed of a solid aluminium console with 12 or even 
more faders and a multipurpose touch screen. The central processor with the switching and DSP 
circuits are built into a 19 inch frame of 1HU (44.1 mm). Both devices can be equipped with 
redundant power supply units easily replaceable during the use of the mixer.
The sophisticated, easy to use technical features are ideal for self operators and sound technicians 
who can manage several interacting studios. CIMIX can be connected to a Mandozzi audio router to 
create a network of interacting mixers.

5.2 Parts

CIMIX is composed of three parts, the mixing surface, the concentrator and the touch panel.

5.2.1 Mixing surface

A solid aluminium case with high performance fader sliders, rotary encoder and silicone buttons 
make CIMIX mixing surface a professional and reliable component of your studio or radio-house 
mixer even for external brodcast programs. On the backside two slots will host the two hot-swap 
redundant PSY and couple of other connectors will easily connect the surface to the concentrator 
and the touch panel.

5.2.2 Concentrator

The concentrator is the audio signals core, with its DSP circuits provide audio routings and all the 
sort of process you need for a broadcast environment. The back panel provide several type of audio 
signal connection such as analog/digital, MADI, DanteTM, headphones and microphone. Other 
connectors are dedicated to GPIO and clock references. The internal crosspoint is a 2'048 x 2'048 
matrix.

5.2.3 Touch panel

The touch panel make the use of CIMIX easy and comfortable to every user, all the surfaces have 
been specially designed for a touch work philosophy, as well as the compression and filtering windows. 
Additional retractable windows appear helping the user to adjust parameters or type text. Of course 
there is also the opportunity to work in a classical way.

5.3 License

The CIMIX concentrator contains a license relative to its hardware. This license contains the main 
configuration information such as number of faders, if the faders are motorized or not, layer option, 
DanteTM and MADI interfaces, the redundancy of the power supply, loudness option, connection 
between mixers and/or matrix. See chapter 10.1.1.5, Pag.27

5.4 Update/Backup

The system gives you the possibility to update a firmware version, backup and restore settings.
For better understanding this section, see chapter 10.1.5, Pag.36
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6. Installation

6.1 Workplace

For the utmost care of electrical equipment as well as CIMIX mixers we recommend to operate in an 
environment compatible with the technical specifications. We recommend a dry environment and 
competent operators so as to mount the CIMIX mixers on flat surfaces sturdy and solid.

6.2 Required tools

To mount the bracket and the touch screen panel-PC you need a Torx T25 key and an Hex 2.5 key.

6.3 Unpacking

Carefully open the packaging and remove all parts from it, be careful not going deep with sharp 
tools. Make sure you are opening the box from the right side. 

6.3.1 Package contents

Inside the CIMIX package you will find:

• 1x CIMIX Mixing surface
• 1x CIMIX Concentrator
• 1x CIMIX Touch screen panel pc
• 1x SCREEN POWER cable (already connected to the Touch screen panel pc)

• 2x Cat.5 cable
• 4x Power cable (2 if the CIMIX PSY is not redundant)

6.3.2 Parts assembly

Once all the contents of the CIMIX package is out of the box, it is possible to start the assembly of 
the mixer. First thing, place the mixing surface on a sturdy, level surface. Take the touch screen 
panel-PC and its mounting bracket, you will find two groups of four screws, one is for fixing the 
panel-PC (you find it already behind the panel-PC), the others are for fixing the mixing surface (you 
find it already behind the mixing surface).
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6.3.3 Parts connections

The only communication connection needed through the parts, is a Cat.5 cable from the MIX LAN 
switch of the mixing surface back panel and the MIX LAN connector of the concentrator back panel, 
another Cat.5 cable from  the MIX LAN switch of the mixing surface back panel and the panel pc 
must be connected. See chapter 11.8, Pag.57 for audio connection.

6.3.4 Maximum distance

The MIX LAN connection requires at least a shielded Cat.5 cable, we recommends Cat.6 for long 
distance. The maximum length between parts is 100 meters.

6.4 Power connection

To give power to the touch screen panel pc you can connect the appropriate cable through the 
SCREEN POWER port of the mixing surface back panel and the + - FG DC 9 -36V port of the touch 
screen panel pc. Note that the touch screen panel pc can also be powered with an external stand-
alone power supply, in that case require the power supply directly to Mandozzi Elettronica company.

Connect the PSY of concentrator and mixing surface with C13 or C15 power cable.
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7. Hardware overview

7.1 Mixing surface

The CIMIX mixing surface is divided in two parts, most is dedicated to the fader section while on the 
right side there is a control section.

7.1.1 Fader section

N-1 has tree different states, when off, the channel is not part of the mix-minus bus.
If on, the default return send the N-1 signal, when the button flashes the N-1 signal is
sent with the external input.

PRG is lit when the fader channel is part of the PRG bus.

COM GROUP is a temporary function that create a N-1 return sum among the group 
of channels that are selected with this function, it works only with closed channels.

REC is lit when the fader channel is part of the REC bus.

OLED DISPLAY

ENCODER is a multifunctional rotary button that allows you to manage mic-pre gain 
for microphones, gain, balance and return level.

SEL fader channel selection, visualize the channel info window on the touch panel.

TB direct talk-back button through the return line of the fader channel loaded.

FADER high performance fader slider with or without motorization. The 0dB can be 
set on the General setup/ Status page, see chapter 10.1.1.4, Pag.27

CMPR visualize the ammount gain reduction of the compressor.

OVER indicate when the input audio level reaches -2dBFS

LEVEL visualize the fader signal input level or its return level.

ON automatically move the fader slider to 0dB or just make channel on/off.

PFL automatically active when the ON button is deselected or independent.
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The fader section in the control part of the mixing surface allows you to better manage the fader 
channel function.

OFF AIR REC allows to keep the fader channl signal into the record bus even if not active on PRG. 
Normally the mix-minus bus n-1 refers to the PRG bus, when the OFF AIR REC is lit the mix-minus 
n-1 bus refers to the RECORD bus.

UNLOCK security key to unlock the On-Air button beside.

ON-AIR with the UNLOCK button enables the program to the broadcast.

MIC-PRE displays and allows you to adjust the microphone preamp on every fader channel.

GAIN displays and allows you to adjust the gain signal on every fader channel.

PAN-BAL displays and allows you to adjust the panorama or balance on every fader channel.

N-1 LEV displays and allows you to adjust the mix-minus return level on every fader channel.

7.1.2 Bus section

The bus section in the control part of the mixing surface allows you to manage the audio signal 
busses.

SEL button displays on the touch screen the SELECT BUS window to choose a bus from the list.

AUX1-4 are four macro tnat displays the main AUX bus window, when one is selected, all the fader 
channels display and encoder are directly set on the AUX gain. Holding down a macro auxiliary bus 
button you can choose the contributions simply by pressing the SEL button of fader channels.
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7.1.3 Function section

The function section in the control part of the mixing surface is composed of four direct access 
buttons, three of which customizable (FUNC 1, 2 and 3). See chapter 10.1.3.2, Pag.32

LEV IN/OUT when lit, it change the audio signal visualized from the fader channel dB-meter on the 
mixing surface from input to the return signal level. 

GROUP MIC make all the microphones channel of the group on or off. Not only for microphones.

7.1.4 Intercom section

The Intercom section in the control part of the mixing surface is composed of four buttons, the first is 
for the direct talk-back with the studio room, the other three are freely customizable (TALK 1, 2 and 
3). See chapter 10.1.3.2, Pag.32

TALK STUDIO is a direct button that allows you to talk with the studio room.

To configure an intercom function see chapter 11.10, Pag.59
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7.1.5 Monitor section

The largest section  in the control part of the mixing surface is dedicated to the monitoring.
The first button you will see is the STUDIO in the upper right part, it allows you to control the source 
of the studio room monitor if selected (key led on), or, as default the regie room when the button is 
not selected (key led off). A second part with 8 buttons allows you to select the source signal to 
monitor, the first row of four keys is dedicated to PRG, REC, AUX1, AUX2.
The second row of  four keys is freely customizable (MON 1, 2, 3 and 4).
See also chapter 10.1.3.2, Pag.32
The bottom part of the control monitoring section offers the following buttons: 

SEL is a macro that visualize the MONITOR INPUT page on the touch screen.
SPLIT PFL swap the PFL and main speakers source signal. 
MONO make the monitoring signal monophonic.
DIM attenuates the monitor signal by the General setup / Status in chapter 10.1.1.4, Pag.27

Two rotary encoder represent the speaker and headphones volume level and a PFL button allows 
you to choose between adjust the source monitor signal volume level or the pre-fader listening bus 
volume level, for this second case when the button is selected (key led on).
The haedphones source is usually the main monitor source, but in case the PFL is active the system 
swaps the PFL to the left (mono) and the listening source to the right (mono). It is possible to link the 
main monitor volume encoder with the one for the headphones. To do that keep the main monitor  
encoder pressed then press the headphones volume encoder. Now the two are linked.
The same operation will dissociate the two.
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7.1.6 Back panel

On the back side of the mixing surface there are two slots for the hot-swap redundant power supply,
a SCREEN POWER connector that provide the power of +12VDC for the touch screen panel pc, a 
USB slot (currently N.A) and a four ports LAN switch for the MIX LAN communication between the 
concentrator and the touch screen panel pc. On the back plate, near the power supplies you will find 
also a groud connection.
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7.2 Concentrator

The CIMIX concentrator provides all the necessary audio/data connections as well as a redundant 
power supply. All this in a thin and comfortable 1HU 19 inches. Inside are placed all the audio 
processing circuitry and the cross-point array for any needed routing.

7.2.1 Front panel

The CIMIX fron panel is extremely simple and practical. Strating from the left side you will find two 
LED indicators which represent the activities of the two redundant power supplies. Towards the 
central part there is a USB connector (currently N.A). On the right side other  two LED indicators report the
external synchronization presence and the core activities.

7.2.2 Back panel

The back panel hosts on the right side the two hot-swap power supply slots. From left are the audio 
connectors, starting at the top with the LINE IN  and AES/EBU IN, just below there are LINE OUT 
and AES/EBU OUT all of them on a D-Sub 26 connector. Next rank connections are MIC/LINE HPA 
& SYNC (AES11 / DARS) on a D-Sub 62 and below the last D-Sub connector with its 44 pins is 
dedicated to the GPIO.  All the D-Sub connector pin assigments are described on chapter 11.8, 
Pag.57
The MADI interface is available on an SFP connector, beside the two RJ-45 are for the redundant 
DANTE interface connection. Another RJ-45 connector called MIX LAN is the one that provide the 
communication between the concentrator, the mixing surface and the touch screen panel pc. The 
last connector is called WCLK, it provides the word clock reference signal on a BNC. On the back 
plate, near the power supplies you will find also a groud connection.

7.3 Touch screen display

CIMIX is composed of a 15.6 inches touch screen display. The user interface has been specifically 
designed to help the user in the various machine working processes. The graphic design has been 
adapted optimally to the use of the fingers on the display. Despite this CIMIX can also be used as a 
classical display, connecting keyboard and mouse.

21/73
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8. Starting

8.1 Setup example

8.2 Power On

When everything has been properly wired, you can then proceed to the first power of the machine.
The main CIMIX window is figured below. 

8.3 First login

After the correct installation of CIMIX and its power-on, we can start configuring the system. By 
pressing the User button on the upper right side of the touch screen display, you will find an user 
account called Admin into the Users group.
This is a special user account created by Mandozzi company that allows you to enter the system as 
administrator.
Select the account and proceed by pressing  Log in button on the bottom right side of the touch  
screen display, a password will be asked.

User: Admin
Password: 1234

Once you entered the password click Ok to complete the login procedure.
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Before you log on you will be able to choose the user acount saved in the user group, how shows the
upper image. The image below represents the user accounts page once the user is logged in, in this 
case will be available the bottom menu to manage user accounts, groups, rights and password.
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User account name
you are logged in

Snapshot name loaded

Database type

Restart, Shutdown CIMIX
Reset mixer (snapshot)

Manage user accounts / groups
Edit user rights and password

Log out

Legend of user 
permission levels

coloured

Select the user account
and press LOG IN
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9. Configure the user accounts

Once you are logged in as administrator, you are able to create the user accounts and groups for all 
the people involved in use of the machine, giving them different level of operating rights.

9.1 User rights

To manage user accounts simply press the User button on the upper right side of the touch screen 
display. On the bottom bar menu you will find the Edit user rights button that allows you to configure
up to four level of permission to operate with CIMIX.

Basic
Normal

Advanced
Technician

The yellow selection on the bottom bar menu easily shows which category you are working on to 
change the level rights features. To enable or disable a parameter simply click on the left box that 
will be green colored when the feature is available or red when not available.
A complete list of  the level rights features is explained here:

User with restricted function (only ON, PFL, Intercom, Monitor)
When green the user is able to work only with the functions ON, PFL, Intercom and Monitor section.

User with restricted access (only select user and load)
When green the user is only able to login and load snapshot.

Go On-Air
When green the user is abel to activate the On-Air function.

Shut down mixer
When green the user is abel to shut down the mixer.

Reset mixer
When green the user is abel to reset the mixer.

Edit public files
When green the user is abel to manage and edit public files. See chapter 11.11, Pag.59.

Edit private files (always possible with Super PW)
When green the user is abel to manage and edit private files. See chapter 11.11, Pag.59.

Access “Force Out”
When green the user is abel to

Access BUS menu
When green the user is abel to access and operate the busses menu.

Access BUS compressor
When green the user is abel to access and operate the busses compressor.

Access I/O menu
When green the user is abel to access and operate the I/O menu to load a source or a return line.
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Access NETWORK I/O menu
When green the user is abel to access and operate the I/O menu of the shared network resources to 
load a source or a return line. See chapter 11.2, Pag.50.

Access Setup menu (SRC/Phantom/IO config,...)
When green the user is abel to access and operate the Setup menu.  See chapter 10.2, Pag.37.

Change fader settings
When green the user is abel to change the fader settings. See chapter 11.5, Pag.54.

Change mixer settings
When green the user is abel to change the mixer settings. See chapter 11.6, Pag.55.

Enable routing (TEMP)
When green the user is abel to do all the temporary routing available. See chapter 11.8, Pag.57.

9.2 Manage user accounts

To manage user accounts simply press the User button on the upper right side of the touch screen 

display. On the bottom bar menu you will find the Edit users button that allows you to create, edit or 
delate user accounts or groups.
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TIP: Before creating the user accounts, manage the four user rights levels
according to your needs.
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10. System configuration - Setup
From the main display window chose the Setup button on the bottom bar menu.

10.1 HW-LAN Setup / Status

The yellow selection on the bottom bar menu easily shows which category you are working on, the 
same yellow color shows the selected label folder on the upper side of the touch screen display.

10.1.1 General Setup / Status

10.1.1.1 Clock source

Here you can control the reference clock status between Auto,  Internal, AES/EBU,  Word Clock, 
DANTE or MADI.
The system is automatically synchronized with the internal clock when set to Auto, otherwise the  
user can choose from other options.
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10.1.1.2 Date and time

Set date and time step by step pressing the Day, Month, Year or Hour, Minute, Second buttons.

10.1.1.3 Fader calibration

To calibrate the fader slider scale on the CIMIX mixing surface set all the fader sliders on the bottom 
posizion (-∞)  and do a reset of the console, you will find the  Reset Mixer button under the User 
menu. Note that you must be logged-in as administrator. Now press the Start button and follow the 
instruction displayed on the first channel OLED display, the first information that will appear is FIRST
PN CLOSE, this means the fader slider is completely at the bottom position (-∞) you can now press 
the  Next point button on the touch screen panel. On the OLED display now will  appear  NEXT  
CLOSE. You are now able to move the first fader slider up to -60dB and adjust with the first channel 
rotary encoder the related value (in this case -60dB), press now the Next point button on the touch 
screen panel. Procede this way point after point. At the end of the excursion (+10 dB) choose the 
Next point button and than Stop button on the touch screen panel. Check the new calibration!

10.1.1.4 Options / Scale

In this section you can choose the frequencies of the two test signals Sinus 1 which by default is set 
to 1kHz and Sinus 2 set to 440Hz as default.
Setup the audio signal level when the fader sliderer is to 0dB on the mixing surface, as default 0dB 
is equal to -15dBFS. As well as the 0dB for the Loudness EUB R-128 standard, as default set to 
-23LUFS .Set the attenuation level of the monitor section  DIM button, and the DTMF tones offset.  
Another opthion in this section is to set the PRG as sums of two masters (Master 1 and 2) renamed 
Word and Music. Finally we find the internal concentrator's fan status, note that the system alerts  
when the internal temperature is too high.

10.1.1.5 License

Here you can find a list of optional features available or not in your CIMIX mixer.
The Console type section just tells you what kind of hardware makes up the mixer.
The classic CIMIX mixer is composed of 12 channels on 12 fader sliders with or without motorization.
The Loudness (EUB R-128 standard) meter if available and active, it is displayed on the first 
dBmeter of the main screen. Layers are always possible to manage, note that on the 12 channel 
configuration the system is able to manage up to 12 fader channels. In this case the other layers can
only change the physical position between the 12 channels.
MADI and DANTE indicate the predisposition of the concentrator to work with these protocols.
Matrix Mixer and Network Matrix refer to the possibility of communication between other Mandozzi 
systems such as matrix or mixers, as well as third party professional audio devices. (currently N.A)
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10.1.2 Network

In this folder you will find three sections (currently N.A).

10.1.2.1 Mixer

The Mixer section allows you to declare a mixer name and ID to safely interact with other CIMIX 
mixers or third party equipment into a network.

10.1.2.2 Matrix

The Matrix section allows you to set up to four matrix IP addresses and monitor their status.

10.1.2.3 Mixer network

The Mixer network section allows you to add or remove third party mixers connected in the same 
network.
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10.1.3 Key functions

In this folder you can assign or change the function of CIMIX mixing surface buttons.
Here below as example, the window page of the key function relative to the Fader.

10.1.3.1 Fader

Here you can assign or change the function of the fader channel strip button function.
Below all the functions are listed with explanation:

NONE

RECORD BUS

When on the fader channel signal is part of the record bus.

SELECT

Select the fader channel, when pressed the touch screen window change.

ON/OFF

Active or deactive the fader channel signal.

ON

Active the fader channel signal.

OFF

Deactive the fader channel signal.
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PFL+TALK

The PFL and the TALK function are together, when pressed only once is the PFL function active,  
when keep pressed is the TALK function active.

PFL1, 2

Pre-fader listening of the selected fader channel signal is assigned to the PFL bus 1 or 2.

TALKBACK

Talk on the return fader line of the selected fader channel.

N-1

Has tree different states, when off, the channel is not part of the mix-minus bus. If on, the default 
return send the N-1 signal, when the button flashes the N-1 signal is sent with the external input.

MONO

Make the signal of the selected fader mono.

L-R

Swap the left signal to the right and vice versa.

LL

The left signal goes on both stereo signal.

RR

The right signal goes on both stereo signal.

PHASE

Phase inversion of the selected fader channel signal.

FILTER

Enable or disable the filter, when disabled also the HP is inactive.

HP

Enable or disable the high-pass filter.

COMPRESSOR IN

Enable or disable the input compressor.

COMPRESSOR OUT

Enable or disable the return fader signal compressor.

MASTER1-2

When on the fader channel signal is part of the master 1 or 2 busses.

AUX1-4

When on the fader channel signal is part of the auxiliary 1-4 busses.

AUX1-4 POST

When on the pre-fader channel signal is part of the auxiliary 1-4 busses.

HYBRID ON/OFF

Answer and hung-up ao an hybrid call.
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FUNC LINE

?

EXT N-1

Active the external line input for the mix-minus bus of the selected fader channel.

MENU FILTER

Go to the filter manu page on the touch screen display.

MENU COMPRESSOR

Go to the compressor manu page on the touch screen display.

LISTEN N-1

Listen to the mix-minus bus on the main monitor speakers.

COM GROUP

When active with other fader channel (group) all the channels can communicate with the rest of the 
group only having the mix-minus bus of the relative group of channels.

SWAP MASTER1/2

If the fader channel is part of master 1, switch to master 2 and vice versa.
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NOTE: The key functions of fader and master section they may have more
functionality than the specifications of the same mixer.
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10.1.3.2 Master

Here you can assign or change the function of the master section button function.
Below all the functions are listed with explanation:

NONE

MONITOR SOURCE

NONE

KEY1-24

Allows the user to program up to 24 monitor sources for the direct monitoring.

To set the source signal linked to the surface buttons, you have to set before the list of the 
menu Monitor in the Setup – I/O GPIO Setup chapter 7.1.5, Pag.19. Once your sources 
are assignet to a  Key (up to 16 slots) you can configure the surface buttons in this page 
(Key Functions) and choose as Function the Key Nr. related to the interessted signal.

MONITOR FUNCTION

NONE

SELECT

Select the signal to monitor through the I/O page that will appear on the touch screen 
display. This is a temporary routing through the selected source and the monitor speackers, 
it will disappear just changing the monitor selection.

MONO

Make the monitor listening mono.

DIM

Decrease the listening signal. To adjust the level see chapter 10.1.1.4, Pag.27

MUTE

Mute the listening signal

SWAP PFL TO MAIN

Invert the two different speackers for the main monitor signal and the PFL.

PFL GAIN

Adjust the volume level of PFL signal with the two roraty encoder.

STUDIO CONTROL

Control the monitor sources and the volume level monitor of the studio room.

INTERCOM DESTINATION

NONE

KEY1-24

Allows the user to program up to 24 intercom destination for the talkback.
To set the intercom destination linked to the surface buttons, you have to set before the list of
the menu Intercom in the Setup – I/O GPIO Setup chapter 7.1.4, Pag.18. Once your 
destinations are assignet to a Key (up to 16 slots with 4 simultaneous destinations) you can 
configure the surface buttons in this page (Intercom Destination) and choose as Function 
the Key Nr. related to the interessted destination.
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INTERCOM FUNCTION

NONE

SELECT GROUP

Keep pressed this key to select the group of fader channels for a simultaneous intercom.
The destination in this case will be the return line connected to every fader channels.

TALK

Simultaneous intercom to the group of fader channels previously selected.
The destination in this case will be the return line connected to every fader channels.

ANSWER

Corrently N.A.

TALK TO ALL PFL1-2

Talk to all the fader channel having PFL 1 or 2 active.
The destination in this case will be the return line connected to every fader channels.

TALK TO ALL (NO RECBUS)

Talk to all the fader channel which are not part of the record bus.
The destination in this case will be the return line connected to every fader channels.

TALK TO ALL N-1

Talk to all the fader channel having mix-minus active.
The destination in this case will be the return line connected to every fader channels.

SELECT BUS MASTER

NONE

SELECT MASTER1-8

N.A.

BUS RECORD FUNCTION

NONE

SELECT RECORD

Select the record bus and visualize the record bus page on the touch screen display.

ENABLE EXTERNAL

Enable the external input signal assigned to the record bus.

PRE FADER (SOLO)

Record only in PFL.

OFF-AIR RECORD

Allows to keep the fader channel signal into the record bus even if is part of the PRG.
In that case the mix-minus bus is relative to the record bus and not the PRG. 
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SELECT BUS AUX

NONE

SELECT BUS AUX1-24

Select the auxiliary bus and change the touch screen monitor page.

SELECT TALKBACK AUX

NONE

TB AUX1-24

Enable talkback on the auxiliary bus return.

SELECT EXT-LINE AUX

NONE

ENABLE EXT AUX1-24

Enable the auxiliary bus return.

KEY GPIO

NONE

Currently N.A.

FADER FUNCTION

All these function will appear on every fader channel, adjustable with the rotary encoder and 
visualizing the value on the OLED display.

NONE

GAIN

BAL/PAN

WIDTH

RETURN LEVEL

MIC PREAMP

GAIN TO AUX1-4

GAIN FILTER1-6

FREQ FILTER1-6

Q FILTER1-6

GAIN COMPRESSOR

THRESHOLD COMPRESSOR

RATIO COMPRESSOR

ATTAK COMPRESSOR

RELEASE COMPRESSOR

HOLD COMPRESSOR

KNEE COMPRESSOR
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THRESHOLD GATE

RATIO GATE

ATTACK GATE

RELEASE GATE

HOLD GATE

KNEE GATE

DEPTH GATE

SNAPSHOTS

NONE

FILE1-16

Recall up to 16 snapshots saved.
To store a mixer snaphot keep pressed Unlock + the FILE1-16 key for 4 seconds.
To recall a mixer snaphot, press Unlock + the FILE1-16 key.

ON-AIR FUNCTION

NONE

ON-AIR

Go On-Air / Off-Air. You will find this funcion also on the CIMIX main window bottom menu 
bar button called ANTENNA.

ON-AIR EXT LINE

(currently N.A)

LAYER

NONE

LAYER1-6

Recall layer 1-6

KEY ROUTING

NONE

XP 1-16

Enable up to 16 different moultiple routing. See chapter 11.9, Pag.58
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10.1.4 Layer

In this folder you can manage up to 6 fader layers of the mixing surface.
This  is  an  option available  only if  the mixer  has more channel  than the physical  fader  sliders,  
otherwise the other layers can only change the physical position between the 12 channels.

10.1.5 Update/Backup

The StartCiMixUpgrade.exe is the application that runs firstly, it provides the correct start-up of the 
machine and gives you the possibilities to monitor and update the version files of the following parts:

• Concentrator: FPGA Version → only monitoring
FW Version → monitoring and upgrade
DSP Version → monitoring and upgrade

• Console: FPGA Version → only monitoring
FW Version → monitoring and upgrade

• Application software: CiMIX.exe → monitoring and upgrade                     
                         StartCiMixUpgrade.exe → monitoring and upgrade

To update the mixer parts using a USB memory stick, follow the steps below:

1. Format a USB stick
2. Copy into the USB stick the compressed zip file sent from the Mandozzi's technical support
3. Un-zip the file directly into the USB stick
4. Plug the USB stick to the CIMIX Panel-PC when turned off
5. Turn on CIMIX mixer
6. During the start-up the StartCiMixUpgrade application window will appear as figured below: 

Once you choose the update to do, press one of the following buttons:

• Update DSP
• Update Concentrator
• Update Console
• Update Software (CiMIX.exe)
• Update StartCIMIX (StartCiMixUpgrade.exe)

When the transfer and the upgrade have been successful, on the bottom right side of the panel-pc a 
green written confirmation will appears. You can now remove the USB stick and press the bottom left
command called Start CIMIX.

CIMIX gives you the possibility to save and/or recall system beckup from a USB memory stick.
The procedure is similar  to the update. To create a backup of your CIMIX mixer,  insert  a USB  
memory stick into the touch screen panel PC and go to the Backup page. Here you can choose  
between few options, save a system backup or load a previously saved one. The sytem will save a  
backup file into the USB memory stick and neme it as Backup_date.zip, note  that  the  system  will  
only differentiate the zip files with the date of the current day, so if you would like to make more  
backup in a day, you can reorganize the zip files by changing the name, the system will always  
recongnize the first part of the name of a backup file.
For example: Backup_2016_04_26.zip or Backup_Studio_1.zip
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NOTE: Press only once the button for the upgrade and wait, sometimes it
takes little time to start the transfer.
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10.2 I/O - GPIO Setup

The yellow selection on the bottom bar menu easily shows which category you are working on, the 
same yellow color shows the selected label folder on the upper side of the touch screen display.
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10.2.1 Input

In this folder you can visualize and manage all the audio input of your system. In the upper part of 
the window there is a row of eight buttons that help you in the visualization, filtering only the type of 
your interest.

Physical: This type are all the physical audio signals connected to CIMIX concenrator
All: All audio signals, including shared lines from third party audio equipment
Mic: All the microphones connected to the mixer or shared with it
Machine: Audio signals from third party audio equipment such as AWS, media players, etc.
Analog: All the analog physical signals of CIMIX concenrator
Digital: All the digital physical signals of CIMIX concenrator
Bus: All the internal DSP sums such as masters, record, PFL, auxiliary, etc.
Gain: All the internal DSP gain

The input window is divided in 12 columns, starting from the left side you will find the number for  
each single audio channel (mono), beside there is the specific of the channel, if mono M, if stereo L 
or R. The third column will allows you to identify the type of device in relation with the audio channel.

Line: You can choose to leave the line type identification for an unknow situation
Mic: For all microphone connections that need pre-amp gain and/or Phantom power
Machine: Audio Workstations, media players
Hybrid: Telephone devices
Codec: All type of codecs
MADI: MADI connection
Tieline: CIMIX internal line 
DSP: CIMIX internal line
Sinus: CIMIX internal test signal generate from the DSP
DANTE: DANTE connection

The column called Name, simply allows you to type a maximum of 16 characters label to the audio 
channel. In the  Room column it's specified where is physically located the source device of the  
selected channel signal.

The Typ column just shows you if the audio is analog (Ana), digital (Dig), MADI (Madi) or is an Audio 
over IP (AoIP). You can than set SRC (Sample Rate Converter) on the digital imputs.
GPO1,  GPO2 and  Mode, are all related to the General Purpose Output of the selected channel  
signal. 
The last two columns are dedicated to the microphones, where you can choose between the initial 
default mic-pre gain (Mic) and inizial default Phantom power (48v) on or off.
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TIP: For  a  better  workflow  configuration  of  Input and  Output audio
channels, first configure the  Rooms in  chapter 10.2.5, Pag.43 Note that
this does not imply any difference in the operation of the system.
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10.2.1.1  Input diagram
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10.2.2 Output

In this folder you can visualize and manage all the audio output of your system. In the upper part of 
the window there is a row of five buttons that help you in the visualization, filtering only the type of 
your interest.

Physical: This type are all the physical audio signals connected to CIMIX concenrator
All: All audio signals, including shared lines to third party audio equipment
Analog: All the analog physical signals of CIMIX concenrator
Digital: All the digital physical signals of CIMIX concenrator
Gain: All the internal DSP gain

The output window is divided in 14 columns, starting from the left side you will find the number for 
each single audio channel (mono), beside there is the specific of the channel, if mono M, if stereo L 
or R. The third column will allows you to identify the type of device in relation with the audio channel.

Line: You can choose to leave the line type identification for an unknow situation
Speaker: For all the speakers connected
Machine: Audio Workstations, recorders
Hybrid: Telephone devices
Codec: All type of codecs
MADI: MADI connection
Tieline: CIMIX internal line 
DSP: CIMIX internal line
Phones: For all the head-phones output channels
DANTE: DANTE connection

The column called Name, simply allows you to type a maximum of 16 characters label to the audio 
channel. In the  Room column it's specified where is physically located the source device of the  
selected channel signal.

The Typ column just shows you if the audio is analog (Ana), digital (Dig), MADI (Madi) or is an Audio 
over IP (AoIP).  GPO1,  GPO2 and  Mode,  are all  related to the General Purpose Output  of  the  
selected channel signal. Also the Ring column is related to the GPIO, representing the GPO event 
during an incoming hybrid call.
XP In shows which input channel is directly related to the selected output, biside, the column Type 
indicate the connection mode, it is possible to choose between no relationship (no XP), Default In, 
which mean that at the start-up the output make a non fix connection with the assigned input, Fix In 
mean that the output make a fix connection with the assigned input. Last option is called  Follow 
Out, when the selected output channel is a copy of another assigned output channel.
TB In and TB GPI are the last two columns and they are dedicated to the talk-back function, you are 
able to create an event incoming through a GPI that route an input signal to the selected output.
To better understand talk-back and intercom see chapter 10.2.4, Pag.42
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TIP: For  a  better  workflow  configuration  of  Input and  Output audio
channels, first configure the  Rooms in  chapter 10.2.5, Pag.43 Note that
this does not imply any difference in the operation of the system.
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10.2.2.1  Output diagram
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10.2.3 Monitor

In this folder it is possible configure the speakers and head-phones of the control room by selecting 
Regie button on the upper side, or the talk room selecting Studio.
Under the Monitor section you will find a list of sources designated to the key listening of the mixing 
surface master section. To set the monitor  key function see chapter 10.1.3.2, Pag.32
Here it is also possible to set the PFL monitor speackers the same of the main studio speackers, in 
that case when a PFL buttons is lit, the main monitor speackers make a monophonisation of the  
program (PRG, MASTER1) and send it to the left channel, on the right, a monophonisation of the 
PFL bus is sent to the speackers.
The haedphones source is usually the main monitor source, but in case the PFL is active the system 
swaps the PFL to the left (mono) and the listening source to the right (mono).

10.2.4 Intercom

In this folder it is possible configure the intercom microphone of the control room by selecting Regie 
button on the upper side or the talk rooms selecting Studio(1), (2), (3) and (4).
You can also set a list of TB key with up to 4 simultaneous destination.
To set the monitor  key function see chapter 10.1.3.2, Pag.32
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NOTE: It is possible to link the main monitor volume encoder with the one
for the headphones. To do that keep the main monitor encoder pressed
then press the headphones volume encoder. Now the two are linked.
The same operation will dissociate the two.
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10.2.5 Rooms

In this folder you will find the list of rooms containing audio devices having relations with CIMIX mixer
or devices connected in the same network. Here will be define also the control-room (Regie) and the 
talk-room (Studio). Every room represents a work environment of the radio house building such as 
machine-room, talk-rooms, and so on. Every room is numerically listed and have its own label Name,
is it possible assign two different general purpose output (GPO1,  GPO2) and a type of  working  
Mode. This is especially used for “green-lamp” or “On-Air lamp”. To better understand GPIO see  
chapter 11.6.3, Pag.55

10.2.6 dB meter source

In this folder you can set a list of 32 metering inputs that will appear by pressing the MAIN Master 1 
button at the top of the first dB meter of the main touch screen display window. As default the dB 
meter will always have the main master bus input signal. The first dB meter is also the one that will 
show the Loudness measure if active. The second dB meter can visualize each signal of the I/O  
resource by pressing the MONITOR box on the upper side of the second dB meter.

10.2.7 Group Mic

In this folder you are able to create up tu five groups of channels is than possible assign each  
group to a key to control all the channels together (On/Off).
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10.2.8 Key routing

In this folder is possible create up to 16 keys representing a routing through an input channel and up 
to 4 output. The last column called  TFT allows you to create 8 software button displayed on the  
touch screen main window. If an output is already connected, and a new routing will be made by 
pressing another routing botton, the last chosen prevails, and overwrite the old connection. The  
system allows you to  link a TFT button to other key routing. This means that when you press a  
button, it  will  also activate the corresponding linked routing. Does not happens that activating a  
routing  that  is  linked to  a  primary connection,  it  will  activate  also  the primary and the related  
connections, in this case the secondary key routing, despite is linked to others, works independently.

10.2.9 On-Air

In this folder there are two section, the first one give the possibility to set two general purpose output 
(GPO1, GPO2) and its way of working (Mode). This is used to generate event when CIMIX is On-Air 
for example for the “On-Air lamp”. The second section is to create up to 8 routing connection 
between input and output, when CIMIX is On-Air (Source On-Air) or not (Source Off-Air).

10.2.10 Follow GPO

This section just allows you to link together up to 4 GPO related to the event of the SOURCE, when 
the primary GPO change status, also the other GPO linked react.

10.2.11 RAS (Audio Workstations)

In this folder you are able to configure the Remote Access Services ports to communicate with third 
party audio equipments that support this protocol.
Under the voice Port Nr, you will set the serial port connected to the AWS, setting then the Baudrate,
the AWS PFL Nr and then its audio sources previously registered on the I/O – GPIO Setup, Input 
page. See chapter 10.2.1, Pag.38
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10.2.12 Shared I/O

In this folder you are able to share input or output audio channel from the entire list available of your 
mixer. Once CIMIX is working on a net or connected with other mixers, everyone can use shared 
audio resources.

10.3 Log files

The yellow selection on the bottom bar menu easily shows which category you are working on, the 
same yellow color shows the selected label folder on the upper side of the touch screen display.

10.3.1 User log

In this folder is possible inquire into all CIMIX users activity. The log is a text file with temporal order, 
date and time and command action. Is possible and helpful export the interested file also for sending 
it to Mandozzi company after a problem.

10.3.2 Error log

In this folder is possible inquire into all CIMIX errors. The log is a text file with temporal order, date 
and time and command action. Is possible and helpful export the interested file also for sending it to  
Mandozzi company after a problem.

10.3.3 Digas log

In this folder is possible inquire into all Digas protocol commands. The log is a text file with temporal 
order, date and time and command action. Is possible and helpful export the interested file also for 
sending it to Mandozzi company after a problem.
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10.4 Connection between mixers

Currently N.A.
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11. Working with CIMIX

11.1 Configure a fader channel

Once you are correctly logged-in you are probably in front of the main screen of the mixer and into a 
clean mixing surface (blank). The first step to do for load an audio signal from the I/O resources is to 
press the SEL button on the fader channel you want to use. The window that will appear is below:
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Fader channel menu
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This window is called Info, as the name suggests, from this location you will always have a complete
overview of the fader channel selected. In this case the channel is empty. As default, the only lit 
button is PRG1 that's mean the system as default add the signal fader to this master bus.

As you can see, on the left side of the screen you will always have the two main dB meters, same as
the main CIMIX window (the one with the big clock). Let's start to describe briefly the two dB meters, 
if you click on the black box at the upper side, where its showed the name of the dB meter input 
signal, you will be sent to the DB METER SOURCE page, here you can choose between 32 pre 
configured dB meter input signal to monitor. This kind of selection will always work, also in the main 
CIMIX window. You will find the dedicated section for this topic at chapter 10.2.6, Pag.43

The right side bar menu is composed in four section, such as the different colors of the buttons.
In the example image you will see the Info button more brilliant than the others, this means that we 
are displaying precisely the Info window. The first section in green, will be alwais present (fix) with 
the buttons: User, Select Fader/Bus and Fader Settings. The last one cited change on the main 
CIMIX window in Mixer Settings. The yellow button of Load Fader and Save Fader are related to 
the fader channel you are in and allow you to save a fader snapshot and or load a previously saved. 
These two button will change in Load Mixer and Save Mixer on the CIMIX main window. The pink 
and blue buttons are dedicated to the fader channel. Source and Return allow you to load the audio 
signal line you intend load as source or return. The last button directing you to the filter, compressor, 
insert, busses or mix-minus screens to manage or monitor the settings.
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Between the two main dB meters and the right side bar menu, it is displayed all the Info section 
dedicated to our selected fader channel, let's start from the top side of the screen, to conclude our 
description at the bottom of the screen. As the dB meter source, you can click the upper black box 
with the written Define Fader Source or the right side menu bar button called Source, both of these 
selections will bring you to the CONNECT SOURCE FADER Nr. page, as showed below:

In this page you can easily choose your audio signal source through comfortable filters and the  of 
the previously organized input channels. See chapter 10.2.1, Pag.39
Once you select the interested signal, the bottom bar menu will display the connecting option, 
CONNECT (LEFT), CONNECT (RIGHT) and CONNECT (STEREO), in this case I choose the first 
line of an audio work station (AWS1) previously registered as MACHINE and installed in the REGIE 
room. On the bottom side will appear the name of the line and also the number of the signal line into 
the CIMIX concentrator, in this case is the first digital input (1). The AWS1 is a stereo digital signal, 
for that reason I will connect it clicking the last button of the bottom bar menu (connect stereo).
For every stereo signal, the system will automatically route the two line (left and right).

Now your mixing surface fader channel is loaded with the interested audio signal, as default that 
signal is already part of the master PRG1 bus.

To connect a return line, proceede in the same way but click on the bottom black box with the written 
Define Fader Return. You can also use the  right side menu bar button called Return.

Note that the fader channels, as well as the busses they can also be selected through the button 
Select Fader/Bus on the right side menu bar.
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11.2 Filter and Compressor

To explane the filter and compressor pages the picture below shows the Info window of the first fader
channel with a stereo signal (AWS1) as input. As you can see, when the filter and compressor are 
active, the two button Filter and Cmp in the middle of the screen are lit and also the two windows 
showing the compressor and filter curves are blue colored.

We start from the first window that appears on the left, which is the compressor. To access the 
parameters you can simply click on the curves window or choose the right side bar menu button 
called Fader Compressor. CIMIX compressor provide two dynamic operation in one, the first you 
will visualize is the compression part, with all its parameters such as Threshold, Ratio, Attak, 
Release, Gain, Knee and Hold. A second folder, always in the compressor page is dedicated to the 
Gate and also for that function you will find the parameters Threshold, Ratio, Attak, Release, Gain, 
Knee and Hold. On the bottom bar menu you are able to activate the two function independently. 
The button RESET will help you cleaning the settigs and restart from the default for new needs.
The user can save their compressor settings clicking the right side bar menu button called Save 
Cmp and recall files previously saved with Load Cmp button.

Biside the compressor box there is the filter section, if you click on its curves window or choose the 
right side bar menu button called Filter you will access to the main filter window. Here you can easily
see the parameters numbered from 1 to 6. The first box (Nr.1) is an high pass filter that can be 
activated  independently with the bottom bar menu button HP ON. From 2 to 5 there are four 
parametric filter with with its Gain, Frequencies and Q settings. Nr.6 is an high shalving filter. To 
activate the filters from 2 to 6 the  the bottom bar menu FLT ON key must be lit.
The user can save their filter settings clicking the right side bar menu button called Save 
Filter and recall files previously saved with Load Filter button.
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Compressor main page:

Filter main page:
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11.3 Busses assigment

To assign a fader channel signal to a bus, you can operate from the Info window or just click on the 
right side bar menu button called Busses assigment.

In this case the first fader channel is the one dedicated to the AWS1 signal and is part of the Master 
1 bus, as we mentioned before, everytime you load an empty fader channel, the Master 1 bus is 
automatically selected. Here we add the AWS1 signal also to the Aux 1 and 4 busses, we can also 
choose if the contribution is pre or post fader and setting a dedicated gain.

Note that some busses as Master and Record are also assignable directly from the silicon buttons of 
the mixing surface. As well as you choose the auxiliary button on the master section of the mixing 
console, on every fader channel OLED display will appears the gain level of the single channel to the
contribution bus selected, use the rotary encoder to adjust the level.

At the bottom end of the Info page, under the fader return box you will find four bottons dedicated to 
the mix minus functions and busses. N-1 and N-0, active when lit, are better displayed by clicking the
right menu Bun n-1 button. The N-1 bus contains all the contributions of the main bus (in the 
example PRG1) minus the fader channel signal selected, N-0 as the name suggest, is the whole 
main bus content. You can also choose to send on the return fader an external input signal, in that 
case you need to connect a line clicking the External Line box on the Bus n-1 page and lit the Ext 
function button.

From that window you will find a compressor and a global gain control dedicated to the mix minus 
bus. By selecting the compressor curves box you will enter to the setting page, as pressing the Bus 
n-1 Compressor button on the right side menu. Below a representation of the page.
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The busses compressor page. This page will appears same for each bus (MASTER, RECORD, 
AUX, etc.). As example in this picture the compressor is active, as well as its output routing, through 
the second digital stereo AES/EBU (DIG 2 L) as shown on the upper black box called Record 
Output: An external DanteTM line (DAN1) is also part of the record bus contribution as shown on the 
bottom black box called External Line:
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11.4 Auxiliary bus

The bus section in the control part of the mixing surface allows you to manage the audio signal 
busses. By pressing the SEL button on the console, the touch screen will displays the SELECT BUS 
window to choose a bus from the list. Another way to reach this page is from the Select Fader/Bus 
button on the right menu of the touch screen panel-pc.

AUX1-4 buttons on the mixing surface, are four macro tnat displays the main auxiliary busses 
window, when one is selected, all the fader channels display and encoder are directly set on the AUX
gain. Holding down a macro auxiliary bus button you can choose the contributions simply by 
pressing the SEL button of fader channels. Also in this case, to reach the AUX bus pages you can 
choose the Select Fader/Bus button on the right menu of the touch screen panel-pc.
On the dedicated bus pages the system give you the possibilities to add / remove or simply monitor 
the bus contributions. The contributions can be pre or post fader and can be adjusted in level by the 
gain box. There is also the possibilities to adjust the main AUX bus gain or even activate a bus 
compressor.
The black box on the upper side of the page allow you to select the output line for the bus. The box 
on the bottom part of the window, allow you to add as contribution an external line and activate or 
disactivate that line through the Ext button.
The picture below show the main auxiliari bus page. In this example the bus AUX1 is composed of 
four signal (MIC1, MIC3, MIC6 and MIC7) each signal is pre-fader and has its individual gain level. 
The main bus signal is routed to the firs digital AES/EBU output (DIG 1 L) in a stereo connection. 
There are not external contribution, the bus compressor is not active and the bus gain is 0dB. On the
right side a dB meter show the sum level and it's gain reduction once the compressor is working (not 
in this case). To access the compressor page, simply touch the compressor box or choose the right 
side menu button called Comp Aux.

11.5 Insert

On the right menu you will find the Insert button. On this page is displayed the audio processing 
chain of the DSP. Easily you can follow the signal from the gain, through filter, compressor, dB meter,
PFL, fader slider, panning / balance and the ON/OFF button. Between the input level dB meter and 
the PFL the system gives you the possibility to define an insert.
Clicking on the middle box you can select the Define Insert In and Define Insert Out lines. The 
same procedure can be done by the two right side menu buttons called Insert in and Insert out.
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11.6 Fader settings

On the fader Info page right menu you will find the Fader Settings button that allows you to set a list 
of parameters relatet to the fader channels function. They are activ when green colored.

Show timer on screen

On the CIMIX main window will appears the timer of the fader channel open.

Studio mute deactive

Does not mute the speaker when Mic are open.

Set group fader

The fader channel becomes a group contro fader and a button called GROUP will appears on the 
bottom menu of the Info page. Choosing this button you will visualize the 12 fader channel and is 
possible choose the fader channels of the group. In this case the fader group becomes a sort of 
master fader where you can manage the total audio signal.

Set group VCA

The VCA fader becomes a control of a group of faders, instead having the sum of the audio 
signals, the VCA  fader selected is only a control of the others.

Set virtual hybrid

Setting a fader channel as virtual hybrid means that the system automatically load the input and the 
return of the first free hybrid in a list of shared devices.

Set virtual codec

As the virtual hybrid, the virtual codec load the input and the return of the first free codec in a list of 
shared devices.

Auto select if channel go to “ON”

When the fader go “ON” the touch screen displays the Info page of that fader  that will be 
automatically selected.

Auto answer hybrid and PFL

On an incoming call, the system answer automatically, connecting the audio on the PFL.

Open fader on press “ON”

Move the fader slider to 0dB on press “ON”.

Fader “ON” if fader open

When the fader channel is controlled by the slider it will automatically make the channel “ON”.

Faderstart disable

Disable the faderstart function on the selected fader channel.

Show timer on fader display

This option will visualize the timer of the open fader channel directly on the OLED display.

External line and N-1 are exclusive

Choosing external line automatically N-1 will be disabled and vice versa.

Set N-1 by fader “ON”

Opening a fader channel automatically will be ativated the N-1 function.
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11.7 Mixer settings

On the CIMIX main page right menu you will find the Mixer Settings button that allows you to set a 
list of parameters relatet to the entire mixer function. They are activ when green colored.

Relative N-1

This option let you specify in which bus is related the mix-minus function, you can choose between:

PRG1: Program bus
PRG1 & Rec: Both busses program and record
N-1 free: Every channel included the one selected
Word + Music: Both busses word and music, if that option is active. See chapter 10.1.1.4, Pag.27

ON-AIR Record

The two busses PRG and REC are normally exlusive, with this option active you are able to select 
both busses on a fader channel.

Load fader position

Save the fader position in a fader or mixer snaphot.

Independent PFL from fader status

The fader status (open or closed) and the PFL monitoring are normally exlusive, with this option 
active you are able to keep PFL active even if the fader is open.

PFL is exclusive

By selecting the PFL button of a fader channel other channels PFL will be deselected.

Show clock on main screen

Show the clock on the CIMIX main window. 

Memorize select menu

When a fader channel is selected the touch screen display will show the last page of settings the 
user were working on, otherwise as default the screen will visualize the Info page.

On TALK mute only own Mic

Using the TB function, the related microphone will be muted on the mixer busses and work only as 
TB microphone.

Toggle key “TALK group”

For the TB functions normally the user must keep pressing the TB key, this function allows you to 
press only once the Talk group key and it will blink and remain active till it is deselected again.

On DIM, active for PFL too

When DIM is activ on the monitor master section, it will remain active also for the PFL listening.

Disable “DIM” by active PFL

When DIM is activ on the monitor master section, it will not act on the PFL listening.

Disable monitor “DIM” by TALK

When DIM is activ on the monitor master section, it will automatically be disabled during the TB.

By TALK take away the Mic from Busses

Using the TB function, all the microphones will be muteded on the mixer busses.
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Swap PFL to Main and vice versa

Use the PFL as main speakers and vice versa.

Diminish by incoming intercom

Active the DIM function on the main speakers when an intercom signal is coming.

Use the physical fader position by incoming “fader close” command (GPI)

If a third party devices control the fader channel, on the close command the channel is completely 
closed when the cursor reached the bottom limit.

Disable motor fader by incoming “fader Open/Close” (GPI)

The fader channel works without the slider motor, controlled by a GPI event.

Do not move fader on incoming “fader close” (RAS)

If a close command comes from a third party devices, do not move the fader slider.

Disable “bus destination” command from OAS (RAS)

The RAS protocol gives the possibility to set the destination bus of an audio program, with this 
function active this possibility is disabled.

Loudness meter

Active the Loudness feature on the main dB meter.

Permit load last snapshot without login

When this option is active, it will show a button called LOAD LAST SNAPSHOT on the bottom menu 
bar at every mixer start-up.

Load automatically last snapshot without login

When this option is active, it will load automatically the last snapshot in use and log the user in a 
basic account.

OLED Display

Choose the OLED display brightness between 40-100% with steps of 10%.

11.8 Snapshots

Load Fader and Save Fader buttons on the right menu bar of the fader Info page allows you to save
and load fader channel snapshot in a well organized window divided into PAGE, GROUP ad FADER 
columns. The fader snaphot will contains all the informations of that related fader channel such as 
imput signal line and or return, gain as wel as filter and compressor settings.
CIMIX gives you the possibilities to save and recall also single filter or compressor snapshot.
The same operation is possible with the full mixing console on the CIMIX main window, where you 
can find the Load Mixer and Save mixer buttons always on the right menu bar.
The snapshot files can be stored into public database or even private database related to a specific 
account.
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NOTE: An easy way to load a mixer snapshot is immediately after logged.
The system automatically ask you to load an entire mixing surface.

TIP: Fader  snapshots  are helpful  for  codec  or  telephone hybrid  which
have input and return line assigned as well as other settings.
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Note that the system does not allow you to load a fader snapshot if the selected fader channel is 
active or ON. The system will also protect the fader channels open or ON during the loading of a new
mixer snapshot, in this case all  the fader channel  OFF or closed will  be reloaded with the new  
configuration, the channel ON will change only once they are OFF.

11.9 Routing

On the bottom bar menu of the main CIMIX window page you will find the ROUTING button.

Here you can easily find all the input and output line and it is possible to route these line together in a
temporary way with the button OK (TEMP). You can also choose to visualize all the line in number by
selecting the SHOW LINE NUMBER button on the bottom bar menu, vice versa the button becomes 
SHOW LINE NAME when the page is showing the number of the lines. On this page you can find a 
drop down menu filter (1) to choose between: CARD IN / OUT, BUS, ALL. The symbol (2) on the 
left-side of each line represent the mono or stereo line typology. Other symbols on the output box, 
where the connections via lines are dysplaied (3) are the hourglass for the temporary connection and
arrow for the system/configuration connection. Finaly, the selected input and output lines are 
highlighted in white. There are another type of connection that are red written, these connections are
fix and internal for the system architecture, the matrix crosspoint and the DSP.

To disconnect an existing connection, select that connection (white  highlighted) and press the CUT 
button on the bottom menu.
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NOTE: The routing section is for advanced users only.
Mishandling can dangerously affect the operation of the mixer.
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11.10 Antenna

On the bottom bar menu of the main CIMIX window page you will find the ANTENNA button.
Here you can go On-Air or return Off-Air with the bottom bar menu button GO ON-AIR. There is also 
the possibility to program a direct key for this function, see chapter 10.2.9, Pag.44

11.11 Configure intercom

To configure an intercom function the first step to do is organize the destination in the Intercom 
page, in the menu Setup – I/O-GPIO Setup – Intercom. Here you can select from the upper menu 
from which room starts the intercom function. See chapter 10.2.4, Pag.42 The Regie room is 
where the CIMIX mixer is installed, just below is the Mic intercom box, in which you can choose the 
source microphone of the intercom. Below you will find 16 slots called Key 1-16 where for each one 
you can set up to 4 concurrently destinations. Once the list of keys is set, the second step is on the 
Key function page in the menu Setup – General Setup/Status – Key functions. Here you will 
probably choose to program a Master section button. See chapter 10.1.3.2, Pag.32. Choose the 
button to program for your intercom function and set as Menu functions, Intercom destination. On 
the second box, choose the key of your interest previously setted (Key 1-16). When finish the 
system will ask you to reboot for make the changes active.

11.12 Fader talkback

Use the TALK button of the fader talkback to make the intercom into the return signal.

The parts of Studio (1) to (4) on the Setup – I/O-GPIO Setup – Intercom page are currently not 
available.
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NOTE: Before establishing an intercom connection,  the system always
checks whether the destination is muted because into the room there is an
open microphone.

NOTE: The system automatically disconnects all microphones, that are in
the  same studio,  from the master  signal  where  the  intercom is  active.
When the intercom is finished, the microphone signal is connected back to
the  master.  With  this  functionality  it  is  possible  to  use  the  on-air
microphone also as intercom microphone, and it is not necessary to close
the fader to make the intercom.

TIP: In  case there are more guests,  use the fader input  signal  for  the
microphone and the fader return signal for the guest headphones. With
this  configuration  it  is  also  possible  to  have  a  single  talkback  and
headphone gain control for every guest.

TIP: Configure the intercom for the studios always with two destinations,
the DJ speaker and the DJ headphone. In this case the DJ can always
listen to the intercom.
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11.13 Group intercom

By keeping the INTERCOM GROUP SELECT pressed, use the aux and fader SEL to choose the 
contributions for the intercom group (for example select FADER1, FADER3 and AUX2). Use the key 
TALK to activate the intercom. In this case the intercom signal is sent to the return of FADER1, 
FADER3 and to the AUX2 destination.

11.14 Communication group

Use the return bus to create a communication system between various return signals even if the 
faders are closed. For example:
There are tree telephone hybrids or codecs loaded into the first tree faders both inputs and outputs 
(return) are connected and the fader channels are closed. Every telephon hybrid / codecs is 
connected to a reporter in a sport arena. The three reporters want to listen to each other. Make the 
COMMUNICATION GROUP key active on the tree faders (1, 2 and 3). Now even if the fader 
channels are closed, the reporter 1 can listen to reporter 2 and 3; the reporter 2 can listen to reporter
1 and 3; the reporter 3 can listen to reporter 1 and 2. When one of the fader channel opens (ON), the
communication group will be destroyed.

11.15 Public and private files

The CIMIX mixer manages two kind of database where to store all the users configurations such as 
mixer, fader, filter and compressor snapshots. The public files kind is visible from all the users an 
depending on the rights of an user the files can be loaded and/or edited. The private files are 
personal and related to the user account you are logged-in, also in that case, depending on the 
rights of the user the files can be loaded and/or edited. In both the cases the administrator with a 
main password can always manage all these files. See chapter 9.1, Pag.24 for user rights.
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12. Technical specifications

12.1 Dimensions

12.1.1 Table-top mixer
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Touch panel (15.6”): 381.6 x 264 x 25 mm 

12.1.3 Weight

Mixing surface (with 2xPSY) 12 Ch. 12.5 Kg 24 Ch. (currently N.A)

Concentrator (with 2xPSY) 4.5 Kg
Touch panel 15.6” 2 Kg 17” 6.1 Kg 19”      (currently N.A)
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12.2 Block diagram

12.3 Power supplies

• 199 Watt – 24VDC/8.3A
• Highest power density in 5.0” x 3.0” footprint
• Highest efficiency up to 95%
• Operating temperature range –25°C to +70°C
• Universal input 85 – 264 VAC
• Compliance with EN 61000-3-2
• Power Back immunity
• Low leakage current
• Protection class l and class ll
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12.4 Power consumption

12.4.1 Mixing surface & Touch-screen display

With redundancy (2x PSY) 42 W - 230V
Without redundancy (1x PSY) 37 W - 230V

12.4.2 Concentrator 

With redundancy (2x PSY) 36 W - 230V
Without redundancy (1x PSY) 31 W - 230V

12.4.3 Complete mixer

With redundancy (4x PSY) 81 W - 230V
Without redundancy (2x PSY) 71 W - 230V
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12.5 Inputs /Outputs

HQ Mic Conditions/Details Value

General Conditions Gain setting 15dBu 0 dBFS

Impedance Electronically balanced >= 1kΩ

Gain For 0 dBFS 0 to 78 dB

Maximum Input Level 0 dB gain, Rsource = 50Ω + 15 dBu

Frequency Response 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 40 dB gain +/- 0.1 dB

THD + Noise 1 kHz, -9 dBFS (nominal level) <= -98 dB

CMRR 1 kHz, -11 dB to +40 dB gain 60 dB

Crosstalk 1 kHz (nominal level) <= -110 dB

SwitchableHigh-Pass Filter 75 Hz -3 dB

Line Inputs Conditions/Details Value

Maximum Input Level 0 dB gain, Rsource = 50Ω + 15 dBu

Impedance Electronically balanced >= 4.7 kΩ

Frequency Response 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 40 dB gain +/- 0.15 dB

THD + Noise 1 kHz, -9 dBFS (nominal level) <= -107 dB

Crosstalk 1 kHz (nominal level) <= -120 dB

Line Outputs Conditions/Details Value

Output Level RL >= 600Ω + 15 dBu

Impedance Electronically balanced 50 Ω

Frequency Response 20 Hz to 20 kHz +/- 0.25 dB

THD + Noise 1 kHz, -1 dBFS (nominal level)  -90 dB

Crosstalk 1 kHz (nominal level) <= -115 dB

AES/EBU Inputs Conditions/Details Value

Impedance 110 Ω

Sensitivity Min. 0.2 VRMS

SRC Range 22 – 108 kHz

AES/EBU Outputs Conditions/Details Value

Impedance 110 Ω

Level Into 110 Ω 3.0 VRMS

SRC Range 22 – 108 kHz
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12.6 Additional interfaces

CIMIX mixer provide 8 general purpose input and output. Optionally the customer can ask for MADI 
and/or DANTE interfaces, these options require the addition of hardware parts as well as a dedicated
license.

12.6.1 MADI

The MADI interface provide 64 bidirectional 48kHz – 24bit digital audio signals.
You can easily find and manage all these lines into the I/O – GPIO Setup pages, the line are 
MAD / Madi 1-64 labeled. Note that MADI interface is optional and mounted on an SFP connector.

12.6.2 DANTE

The DANTE interface provide 64 bidirectional digital audio signals over two redundant Cat.5 or Cat.6
cables. It supports the standard sample rates of 48kHz with a bit depth of 16, 24 or 32 per sample. 
You can easily find and manage all these lines into the I/O – GPIO Setup pages, the line are DAN / 
DAN 1-64 labeled. Note that DANTE interface is optional.

12.6.3 General Purpose

CIMIX provide 8 GPI and 8 GPO with function normally open and normally closed. To know the 
pinout of GPIO see chapter 11.8, Pag.57

12.7 Clock reference

CIMIX system can be synchronized in three different ways. When the mixer is used as a stand-alone
device, the internal circuitry of the concentratr generates an own synchronization signal. Is it possible
connect a word clock synchronization signal through the BNC connecto called WCLK on the 
concentrator back panel. Another way to synchronize the mixer is through the D-Sub 62 where the 
user can wire a connection to an AES/EBU signal also know as Digital Audio Reference Signal 
(DARS) with the AES11 standard. The system automatically notices the clock signals available and 
use as reference the first of its priorities, to monitor and know the system clock reference in use see 
chapter 10.1.1.1, Pag.26

12.7.1 AES/EBU

To correctly wire the DARS (AES11) synchronization signal see chapter 11.8, Pag.57

12.7.2 Wordclock

Connect the word clock signal through the BNC connector on the concentrator back panel.
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12.8 Connectors pinout

Analog input signals
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Analog output signals
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AES3 input signals
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AES3 output signals
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GPIO signals
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External AES-11 synchronisation signal
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